
The Modern-Day Dad is the first book that I have come across that is writ-
ten by a Singaporean father to help fathers to be better fathers. It is very 
well-researched and comes with many practical examples to help fathers 
apply evidence-based principles and tools in their day-to-day fathering 
role. Whether you are a father who needs help with being a father, or a 
good father who wants to do even better, you will find this book written 
by Parcsen a godsend. Mothers too can benefit from this rich resource. 
The greatest beneficiaries are our children—the more fathers who read 

and use the tips in this book, the more children shall be blessed.

Jason Wong
Founder, Dads for Life

Attention to all fathers! This unique, reader-friendly book invites you to 
learn (and re-learn), reflect, and be motivated to know that it is never too 
late to be an involved father. Passionately written by Parcsen Loke, who 
has played a significant role in influencing fathers in Singapore through 
coaching, training, and counselling, it is a compelling read for modern 
Asian fathers of all ages. What’s more, the practical tips on parenting and 
understanding our children are so relevant to Asian societies today and 
are equally invaluable for all mothers (and grandparents) too. It is never 

too late to be an involved parent.

Associate Professor Thang Leng Leng
Co-director, Next Age Institute, National University of Singapore

This easy-to-read book is a must for couples planning to have children 
or parents of children. In Parcsen’s easy style, he explores the journey 
that men must take to become fathers. His personal stories, interspersed 
with research, support the narrative that fathering is hard work and takes 
tremendous commitment, awareness, reflection, and practice. Yet it is so 
critical to the outcome of children. It starts with unpacking your rela-
tionship with your own father, and strengthening your relationship with 
your partner, because that is what lays the foundation of good fathering. 
Parcsen then shares tips on how to build your confidence as a father, how 
to engage and shape your relationship with your children, recognising 
that you will make mistakes but you will grow from them. This book 
is written for fathers but it is also a must-read for partners of men, for 

fathering is an art, one that needs the nurturance of your spouse.

Sudha Nair
Executive Director, PAVE Integrated Services for Individual and Family 

Protection Specialist Centre



Locally contextualised yet flavoured with insights from international 
resources, Parcsen has put together a resource which is not just timely 
for the Singapore fathers’ community but also one filled with gems from 
around the world. His personal life story strengthens the realism to the 
sharing he expounds in the book. Reading as a father of 22 years, I still 
find many precious tips on fathering, which I wish I had known before. 
Kudos to Parcsen and congratulations to the Singapore fathering commu-

nity for having this additional golden resource.

David Ang
Chairman, Board of Family Life, Chinese Annual Conference, 

The Methodist Church of Singapore
Founding and Core Team Member, Elijah7000

This book is timely, coming at the height of the fathering movement in 
Singapore. Rarely do you find a book that interweaves the science and 
the art of fathering into one coherent piece that is contextually relevant 
to Asian societies. Apart from offering very practical tips, Parcsen also 
shares vulnerably from his own life’s struggles and breakthroughs which 
makes the reading very personable and relatable. I would strongly 
recommend this book as a source of hope and a resource of ideas to all 

fathers (and mothers too)—whether thriving, struggling, or aspiring.

Elijah Sim
Married father of two children

Senior Therapist, Counselling and Care Centre 

Exhaustively researched, and incorporating the author’s extensive expe-
rience as pastor, trainer, and coach, the book provides not just the “how” 
but also the “why” of good fathering practices. It includes a liberal sprin-
kling of anecdotes, including the author’s own wonderful testimony of 
healing from childhood father wounds. One may have differing opinions 
on some of the author’s views (on spanking, for example), but overall it is 
a treasure trove. This labour of love from the author will be a blessing for 
any father, especially those in the early stages of their fathering journey. 

Lee Boon Chuan
Elijah7000 Ministry, Cornerstone Community Church
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The traditional model of a father who is primarily the breadwinner of 
his family has been replaced by a modern vision of involved and nur-
turing fatherhood, at least theoretically. In my many interactions with 
fathers young and older as Head of Programmes and Development at 
the Centre for Fathering, I saw that while practically all fathers want 
to be involved in their children’s lives, many are somehow impeded. 
It is a case of, “Where there is a will, there is a hill” (my version of, 
“Where there is a will, there is a way”).

Hard-wired to Care
The modern father is expected to be involved and nurturing when 
these roles have traditionally been played almost exclusively by 
mothers. Put another way, fathers are now expected to “mother”. But 
can they? Fathers, especially new fathers, will feel empowered when 
they learn that nature has given them a leg up.

Science tells us that the testosterone level in a boy’s body starts to 
rise to facilitate muscle growth and strength, among other things, as 
he enters puberty. But interestingly, a new study has shown that his 
testosterone level begins to fall when he discovers that he is going to 
be a father. “The drop in testosterone seems to be a biological adjust-
ment that helps men shift their priorities when children come along,” 
says Christopher Kuzawa, a member of the research team.1 And it 
doesn’t end there. When a father is active in child care—bathing, 
changing diapers, carrying, and cuddling the infant—not only does 
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his testosterone level fall, his brain is being re-wired at the same time.
Ruth Feldman, a neuroscientist at the Center for Developmen-

tal Social Neuroscience at the Interdisciplinary Center in Herzliya, 
Israel, spent two decades studying the impact of parenting on the 
brains of both men and women. She says that the brains of mothers 
and fathers change during the period around the birth of their child. 
The changes in the brains of fathers enable them to have “the same in-
tuitive capacity to respond to their babies’ needs and wants” as moth-
ers.2 But this happens only if a dad shows up for the job. He needs 
to commit to caregiving diligently and responsibly, performing daily 
tasks to care for his child. This research debunks the long-held belief 
that caring for children only comes naturally to women. Fathers can 
care as well—they just need to be allowed to practice.

An interesting observation was made by a team of researchers 
from Aalto University in Finland. They used magnetic resonance im-
aging (MRI) to measure the brain activity of male entrepreneurs as 
they viewed pictures of their own companies and of other companies. 
They then did the same with fathers as they viewed pictures of their 
child as well as pictures of other children. The researchers discovered 
similar brain activity when entrepreneurs looked at their business 
and when fathers looked at their children.3 It is true, then, that en-
trepreneurs see their businesses as their “babies” and are therefore 
willing to put their heart and soul into their business.

Needless to say, a business cannot be compared with a child, and 
neither should a business be likened to parenting. When a business 
fails, the entrepreneur can simply close it and start another. However, 
there is no do-over in fathering; you only have one chance and you 
cannot fail.

Fathers want to love, but...
Do you still remember holding your newborn for the very first time? 
Do you remember how you were happy, proud, excited, and anx-
ious—all at the same time? I was nervous and worried that I might 
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do something harmful to my baby, like drop her. I had never held an 
infant in my life until then. Do you remember calling out your child’s 
name and waiting for her to respond? She smiles and you are elated. 
You might as well have won the lottery. You are full of love for this 
perfectly beautiful child. At this point, nothing in the world matters 
to you more than this child does.

10 out of 10 fathers I spoke with can remember the day when their 
child was born and how they felt. It is unforgettable because their 
lives were radically changed that day—the day they became fathers. 
Just how life-changing can fatherhood be? There was a father who 
shared with me how he found his purpose in life when he became 
a father; everything he does supports and enhances his role as one.

We have seen how nature is on the side of fathers. It has hard-
wired them to be devoted to their children and predisposed them to 
care for their offspring by lowering the level of testosterone in their 
bodies. But one thing that nature cannot do for fathers is equipping 
them with the skills necessary for fathering. Fathers want to love, but 
they lack the skills. Here’s why.

Think of the toys we played with when we were young. Boys 
were groomed for a certain kind of future. We played with toy guns 
and trucks, construction and chemistry sets, and games like police 
and thief. When we were a little older, we would imitate our fathers: 
carrying their briefcases, putting on their tie, talking on the phone, 
and so on. Occasionally, the adults in our lives would ask, “What 
do you want to be when you grow up?” Our malleable minds were 
primed to think about profession and career. And why are profession 
and career so important? Because it is how we would provide for the 
families that we might one day have.

Girls, on the other hand, played with dolls, dollhouses, and cook-
ing sets. Their pretend-play included dress-up, make-up, cooking, 
feeding, and nursing their make-believe baby. If a girl had a younger 
sibling, she would likely be roped in to help with simple child care 
tasks. Directly and indirectly, these activities groom young girls to be 
future mothers.
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So, are women more prepared for motherhood than men are for 
fatherhood?

Perhaps. But it doesn’t mean that fathers can’t quickly catch up 
by acquiring the necessary skills. Fathering is not rocket science. If a 
man can learn to use a computer and a smartphone, he can master the 
skills I will be sharing in this book. The secret is practice—because 
practice makes perfect, and practice makes permanence.
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It was July and the year was 1991. My wife and I had just celebrated 
our first wedding anniversary when I learned that I was going to be a 
father. We were elated. At the same time, it felt surreal knowing that 
this much anticipated milestone finally had a definite date. Admitted-
ly, I had my doubts as to whether I would be a good father.

As they say, more things are caught than taught. I can’t remember 
my father ever teaching me about fathering. And I am not sure if I 
want to emulate his fathering style. He wasn’t a bad father. We were 
close and then we were not. We became distant when I was ten, the 
same time he divorced my mum. I was too young to understand what 
divorce was, but I could sense that life at home was no longer the 
same. Something changed. The atmosphere was increasingly tense. 
Light-hearted conversations and laughter became a thing of the past, 
something that happened only in our memories. My mum was a 
homemaker and we had spent a lot of time together. She was there 
for me in the good times and the bad, in sickness, and in health. It dis-
turbed me greatly to see her so devastated by the divorce. I could not 
comprehend with my underdeveloped brain how such a nice person 
like my mum could be the cause of this trouble. Without hearing both 
sides of the story, I made up my mind that my dad was the “bad guy”, 
that he was the cause of all our problems. I lost all respect for him 
and his authority, and began to challenge his rules and decisions con-
stantly. As a result, I developed a knack for bending the rules without 
breaking them.

My parents’ divorce did not seem to affect my elder sister but 
it messed me up badly. My grades immediately suffered, particular-
ly my grades for my mother tongue. I also started to have suicidal 
thoughts. On a few occasions, while on my way to school, I found 
myself standing on the steps of a crowded moving public bus with its 
doors wide open. I would look down at the asphalt rushing past my 
feet and wondered what would happen to me if I fell onto it. Would 
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I be killed instantly as a result of being run over by the overloaded bus? Or 
would I be dragged for some distance and be scarred for life? The prospect 
of the latter happening made me hang on even tighter.

If every dark cloud had a silver lining, then finding faith in God 
would be that silver lining for me. Finding God at the age of 16 gave 
me newfound peace in my heart and a renewed zest for life. I start-
ed to invest myself fully into Christian service out of devotion to 
God. I’m sure it wasn’t the analgesic effect it had on me that kept me 
coming back for more; finding God was real and transformative. But 
it didn’t change everything, at least not immediately. In the mean-
time, my bitterness towards my dad had begun to manifest and this 
hurt the people I loved and worked with. It was clear to everyone but 
me what the root cause of my anti-social behaviour was. It wasn’t 
because I couldn’t see it, but rather because I didn’t want to. I wanted 
to hold on to the right to be angry with my dad. There are none so 
blind as those who would not see. A few were bold enough to speak 
the truth to me, my wife being chief among them. They urged me to 
forgive my dad and reconcile with him. But each time, I would deny 
having any ill feelings toward him. I continued to live this lie for at 
least another decade more before I admitted that they were right. I 
was 34 when I reconciled with my dad. It was a turning point in my 
life. I became a different person almost overnight. A personality pro-
file test I took a year later confirmed it.

The naming of a child is a parental task not to be taken lightly. 
The name reflects the parents’ hopes and desires for their child. It is 
also, to the child, a source of his identity. My wish for our first child 
was that she would grow up to be a generous and charitable human 
being. So I named her Tabitha, after a biblical character who was well-
liked by everyone in the community because of her charitable deeds, 
like making clothing for the needy.

I named our son after not one but two biblical characters: Jabez 
and Zachariah. Although the name of Jabez was mentioned only once 
in the entire Bible, I was impressed by what was said about him in 1 
Chronicles 4:9–10 (NKJV): 
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Now Jabez was more honorable than his brothers, and his 
mother called his name Jabez, saying, “Because I bore him in 
pain.” And Jabez called on the God of Israel saying, “Oh, 
that You would bless me indeed, and enlarge my territo-
ry, that Your hand would be with me, and that You would 
keep me from evil, that I may not cause pain!” So God grant-
ed him what he requested.

Every childbirth is intense and painful. You might have heard 
this before: “If you want to know how painful it is, try pulling your 
lip over your head.” Obviously, it was not the painful childbirth that 
I was drawn to—my wife only had to endure two hours of labour 
pangs before delivering our son—but that God answered Jabez’s 
prayer. One of the things he prayed for was that he “may not cause 
pain.” As I write this, our son is preparing himself to become a nurse, 
helping people to feel better.

His other name, Zachariah, was the name of a Hebrew prophet 
God had sent to the kingdom of Judah. The father of John the Bap-
tist, another Hebrew prophet, was also named Zachariah. These two 
names, Jabez and Zachariah, encapsulate my wish for our son. I want 
him to be more than someone who God blesses and protects from 
evil, but also an instrument in His hand.

For a long time, whenever people asked me how many kids I 
have, I would answer, “Too many”, while at the same time holding 
up two fingers. People always had a good laugh. It was good while 
it lasted. Four years after the birth of our son, a strange thing hap-
pened. My wife had a dream one night in which she saw the face of 
a little girl. She could not recognise the child as anyone she knew, so 
it could only mean one thing: that God was going to give us another 
child and it would be a daughter. She was happy and reluctant at the 
same time. Having suffered a severe slipped disc not long before that, 
where she was in pain 24/7 for three whole months, she didn’t think 
that she would be able to carry the pregnancy to full term. Anoth-
er equally worrisome factor was affordability. Financially, we were 
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barely making ends meet on my salary. Having to raise another child 
would mean hardship for the whole family. So, she said “No” to God.

God will never impose His will on anyone. But you can count on 
Him to use any and every means possible (there is nothing impossi-

ble for Him) to help you see things His way. 
In our case, He sent my wife the same dream 
again... and again. On the seventh time, 
she finally relented on the condition that it 
would happen before either of us turned 40. 
In spite of all the precautions we took, we 
learned that we were expecting again three 

days before my fortieth birthday. In July 2005, Priscilla Terri became 
the newest member of our family.

Having seen and experienced first-hand the devastation that di-
vorce inflicts on children, I made an unconscious decision to find the 
magic formula for a happy marriage, if there ever was one. I started 
helping couples prepare for marriage and then later progressed to 
conducting Marriage Enrichment seminars and workshops. In my 
position as a pastor, I had many opportunities to counsel couples 
with different marital issues. Still, the formula eluded me.

Admittedly, my own marriage was not exactly smooth-sailing. 
Our personality profiles indicated that my wife and I were not just 
opposites—we were extreme opposites. We were so different that it 
brought great concern to our marriage counsellor. I will never forget 
the look on his face when we first met to discuss the results of the 
personality test we took. His concern went up a few notches when he 
learned that we had already been married a month by then.

Our marriage was definitely a bumpy one but we survived. 
Through it all, we have learned many precious lessons and have ma-
tured and mellowed. During my quest for the magic formula for sus-
tainable marriages, I stumbled on a website that advocated marriage 
principles, such as turning toward each other and yielding to win. I 
was amazed at how simple yet powerful they were. I began to apply 
some of these principles and, boy, did they save my marriage. These 

I made an unconscious 
decision to find the 
magic formula for a 
happy marriage…. Still, 
the formula eluded me.
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tips, I later learned, are derived from The Seven Principles for Making 
Marriage Work, a book by Dr. John Gottman, the guru of marriage and 
relationships. It is based on 40 years of research he and his team had 
done. In 2015, I had the opportunity to become a Qualified Leader 
of the Seven Principles Program for Married Couples. I stand by these 
principles because they have made my marriage more lasting and 
more satisfying.
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A BOOK FOR THE MODERN-DAY DADA BOOK FOR THE MODERN-DAY DAD

It is common for us to put our best face forward in an interview. 
We want our potential employer to be impressed by our wealth of 
knowledge, skills, and passion. But I was brutally honest when I was 
being interviewed for the position of Family Life Educator with the 
Centre for Fathering. I admitted to the interviewer (who would be my 
immediate superior) that I was joining the organisation not because I 
was an expert on fathering. On the contrary, I felt that I had not done 
very well in the area and hoped to learn. Surprisingly, I got the job.

So, from day one, I set out to learn as much as I could about fa-
thering. I have lost count of the number of books, research papers, 
and articles on fathering and other related subjects I have read, and 
the number of hours I spent scouring the library and internet for lit-
erature on the subject. I was enlightened by what I learnt and wanted 
so badly for other fathers to know what I now know. Since I joined in 
April 2017, I have been able to share a lot of what I have learned about 
fathering through workshops and coaching sessions with over 500 
fathers. The learning hasn’t stopped; I am learning something new 
every day.

It’s amazing how much information is out there and how acces-
sible it is. This wasn’t the case when I became a father 27 years ago. 
Back then, there was no internet (although it had just become pub-
licly available the year before), no workshops, and a minimal range 
of books on fathering. All I had was a book titled Fatherhood by Bill 
Cosby, who was then the de facto authority on fathering due to his 
role as Cliff Huxtable, an obstetrician-gynaecologist in The Cosby 
Show. The book, which was entertaining at best, still sits on my book-
shelf—not as a go-to read but as a relic of a not-so-distant past.

Without helpful resources on hand, I was flying blind: doing what 
I knew to be right and hoping that I actually was. By trial and error, I 
eventually discovered what worked and what didn’t. But, by then, it 
was too late. My kids had already grown past that stage.
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Today, we live in the Information Age. Information on nearly 
everything—including fathering—is available and only a few clicks 
away. Those who seek will find. But those who seek might feel over-
whelmed by the massive volume of information out there. “Where 
do I begin? Are they all reliable? I don’t have time to read them all.” 
These are what’s on the minds of fathers. They were exactly my 
thoughts when I first started to research and study this subject.

If you’re a father who wants to learn but does not have the time 
to sift through the heaps of information, I have distilled them into 
one handy book. The books, articles, and research papers from which 
these tips are gleaned are included in the notes at the end of each part 
of the book so that you can read them for yourself.

Because what I am sharing in this book is based on research and 
has proven to be effective in most cases, you can be assured that it 
will likely work for you too, when you start to practice them. Effec-
tiveness is important for today’s fathers because time is a rare and 
precious commodity. These tips will help you do what is right the 
first time, and every time. When you are effective, you don’t neces-
sarily need more time.

There are four parts to this book:
Part 1 addresses pertinent matters of fatherhood: a father’s iden-

tity, the importance of a father’s presence, a father’s relationship with 
his father, and more.

According to the psychologist Samuel Osherson, a son’s relation-
ship with his father subtly influences the former’s behaviour and 
attitude towards his wife and children. For this reason, we cannot 
talk about fathering if we haven’t talked about a father’s relationship 
with his father. In “A Father’s Wound”, I will share with you my story 
about my relationship (or the lack thereof) with my father, and how 
it has affected me as a husband and a father. Out of this experience, 
I have gleaned important lessons and offer suggestions to fathers on 
how they can repair and restore their father-son relationship.

Part 2 is about a father’s involvement with his children. I start 
by sharing research that shows how paternal involvement benefits a 
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child’s physical, cognitive, emotional, and social development. I will 
highlight some modes of involvement: talking, reading, and playing. 
Since academic performance is high on the agenda of most fathers, I 
have devoted a chapter on it to help put into perspective a father’s 
role in their child’s education. I will also share insights on how to 
parent in the Digital Age.

Part 3 focuses on discipline. I will define discipline, examine the 
various forms of discipline, and provide fathers with alternative op-
tions to consider.

In part 4, I have saved the best for last. You will learn the four 
ways to nurture your child emotionally and how you can raise emo-
tionally intelligent children. 

These are tips that will help you become an effective modern-day 
dad. These are tips I wish I knew.

NOTES
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At any point in time in our lives, we play more than one role and have 
more than one relationship. For example: I am a son to my parents, 
a husband to my wife, a father to my children, an employee (or you 
could be self-employed), and a friend to a few good friends. While 
these roles co-exist, there is a hierarchy to our roles and relationships; 
some are ranked higher than others. They are ranked based on the 
meaning we assign to each of them.

What does the hierarchy of the roles and relationships in your 
life look like? Most fathers I posed this question to replied with the 
following sequence:

Studies have found that we are not conscious about the way we 
rank our roles and relationships. As much as we want it to be in a 
certain order, it probably isn’t in reality. The role and relationship 
that has the greatest meaning to us will receive most of our attention, 
time, and energy. In other words, if you were to examine your life to 
see where you spend most of your time, either in thought or action, 
you would be able to tell which role is most important to you. In this 
digital age, what you write in the profile of your social media account 
is the part of you that you want the world to see. All these will give 
you clues to what your primary identity might be.

So, what is the meaning you have assigned to your various roles? 
Let’s begin with your role as a father.

Not Just a Breadwinner
When asked to identify the key responsibilities they have within their 
family unit, three-quarters of the 2,500 British working dads surveyed 
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1. Son 2. Husband 3. Father 4. Employee
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said they saw themselves more as a breadwinner than they did as a 
father. Other roles they felt they occupied included: gardener, driver, 
repairman, and chef.1

The situation is similar here at home. A 2009 survey on the pub-
lic’s perception of fatherhood, commissioned by the then Ministry of 
Community Development, Youth and Sports, found an overwhelm-
ing 46 per cent of respondents expressing that the father’s responsi-
bility was to be a breadwinner. Other duties, such as being involved 
in the general upbringing of the child, playing with the child, and 
being familiar with the child’s friends and social life received shallow 
scores between one and three per cent.2

If you’re trying to be an involved father while working a full-time 
job, you might find yourself having to choose one role over the other. 
This results in what is known as the work-life conflict. Numerous 
people have chimed in on this discussion and offered their take on 
how work-life balance can be achieved. In spite of the countless pages 
of articles and volumes of books that have been written on this sub-
ject, the dilemma seems to have remained unresolved.

As a father, your children need you to be there with them, doing 
different things like playing, reading, or simply talking to them. I 
am quite sure that your work has taken most of the time you have. 
Having insufficient time to spend with children seems to be the most 
common challenge fathers face. With many businesses going regional 
and even global, many fathers are required to travel frequently as 
part of their jobs. Others are just too exhausted by the time they get 
home each day and have no energy left to engage their children. Some 
say that it’s a matter of proper time management—but time is not the 
major problem here.

Before I knew better, I believed that time management would 
solve my time crunch. So, when my children were young, I planned 
my schedule meticulously and made sure that I had time with the 
family. At times, the plan had to give way to emergencies, but they 
were few and far in between. But I must admit that for much of the 
time that I was with my wife and kids, I was physically present but 
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emotionally and psychologically absent. I was there—but not there—
because my mind was on work. Stewart Friedman, in his book Work 
and Family: Allies or Enemies?, calls this the “psychological interfer-
ence of work on family life.”3

So, the answer to work-life conflict is not having more time, al-
though that would be wonderful. It is about being fully present for 
our children—body, mind, and soul—when we are with them, and 
not somewhere else. Being present is one of the essential ingredients 
of Quality Time. In the chapter “Get Involved”, I share the other two 
ingredients as well as how fathers can effectively engage their chil-
dren in spite of their busyness.

Being present is easier said than done if a deeper issue has not yet 
been resolved.

On exactly the same month and year that our first child was born, 
I started work as a full-time pastor. Being a pastor was more than a 
job to me. I believed that it was a calling from God. As early as when 
I was 16 and sitting for the O-Level exams, I already knew what I was 
supposed to be. When the opportunity was presented to me—virtual-
ly on a platter—I took it without hesitation. I enjoyed what I did and 
was good at it. I say this with utmost humility for it was only by the 
grace of God that I was able to do anything. It was clear that I was 
doing important work—God’s work. I thought: Those under my care 
entrusted their spiritual lives to me; their eternal salvation depended on it! 
Compared to the ministry I was doing, my role as father seemed less 
important.

How wrong I was.
In the chapter “The Good We Bring”, I list the many benefits an 

effective father has on his children, family, work, and society. I wish I 
had known about this much earlier, but it’s not too late for you. I hope 
that by reading that chapter, you will be persuaded to be an effective 
father and invest yourself in your role as a father.

We Are Husbands First
While a man is a father and a worker, he is also a husband. Most 
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couples start their relationship together as friends. Over time and 
through much interaction and common experiences, their friendship 
develops and deepens. Hopefully, by the time they are ready for mar-
riage, they are the best of friends. I trust that you have married your 
best friend. (Joke: Why do brides cry on their wedding day? Because 
they couldn’t marry the best man.) But it is common for couples to 
take their friendship for granted after they are married and to hardly 
do anything to maintain it. Slowly, they drift apart, pushed by the 
currents of busyness and differing interests. Their relationship takes 
another hit when the baby comes, usually around year two or three. 
Dr. John Gottman, a marriage and relationship guru, found that 67 
per cent of married couples experience a significant decline in their 
quality of marriage within three years of the baby’s arrival.4 Now, as 
parents, their conversations are mostly superficial and transactional.

“Have you bought the milk?”
“Your mother called.”
“Will you be taking her to the doctor next week?”
Many fathers understandably feel sidelined and think to them-

selves: “Little baby is fine, but big baby isn’t,” when their wives are 
either nursing or cuddling their babies.

Before their relationship can recover, baby number two arrives 
and their marriage goes from the frying pan and into the fire. It seems 
coincidental (although I don’t think it is) that the highest rate of di-
vorce in Singapore happens among those married for between five 
and nine years.

Not all couples with unhappy marriages will go through divorce 
immediately. Many of them choose to endure an unsatisfying mar-
riage for the sake of their children. They put their marriage on cruise 
control for 20 years while focusing all their energy and efforts on 
the kids. Twenty years on, they would have no marriage to speak 
of. They are lucky if they can still find their marriage certificate. In-
cidentally, the second-highest rate of divorces in Singapore happens 
among those married for 20 years or more.5

In her article Secret to a Happy Marriage: Put Your Spouse First, 
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Mel Robbins reminds married couples that a strong marriage is the 
healthiest thing parents can give their children.

Your kids feel safe and loved when they see two parents who 
work as a team, take interest in each other, make an effort, 
display both respect and affection and act like one another’s 
favorite, even after all these years..6

Unfortunately, many couples put their marriage on hold between 
the time the kids are born and leave home—approximately a 20-year 
period. Mel warns that doing so “is like falling asleep at the wheel—
deadly.” Couples can make their marriage last a lifetime if they give 
it the attention and effort it deserves.

It’s natural and beneficial for parents to 
make their children’s well-being a high prior-
ity. But, a parent’s relentless attention to the 
children could be a way of avoiding the real 
problems in the marriage.

For the past 20 years, I have been helping 
couples prepare for marriage and enrich their 

marital relationship. Many times I’ve been called upon to provide 
marriage counselling. In most cases, it was the wife who initiated the 
counselling, who raised the matter to the husband, who contacted 
me. How I long to see the tide change, where the men will be pro-
active in preserving and strengthening their marriage. Get in touch 
with a marriage therapist or a marriage coach today. If for nothing 
else, do it for your children.

Our Roles Are Not Mutually Exclusive
Going back to the point on hierarchy—there is a hierarchy to our 
roles and relationships based on the meaning we assign to each one 
of them. The goal is not so much to rearrange the ranking order of our 
roles and relationships as it is to be conscious of and to develop every 
one of them. Growth in one of our roles can aid us in another role. For 

… relentless attention 
to the children could 
be a way of avoiding 
the real problems in 
the marriage.
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example, the skills in financial management that you acquire through 
your work can be useful to you in setting financial goals and planning 
a budget for your family. Conversely, parenting will hone your skills, 
such as communication, conflict resolution, and perspective-taking, 
which are crucial for collaboration, and will help you work well with 
your colleagues.

What’s more, the emotional gratification we derive from playing 
each role well contributes to our overall well-being. At the same time, 
stress and distress from one sphere of our lives can spill over into 
another, causing us to not perform well in either sphere.

To remind myself of the roles I play, I have developed a new way 
of introducing myself. I try to do it as often as possible, although 
sometimes I unconsciously revert to the former way of telling people 
where I work and who I am in that organisation. It goes this way:

“Hi, my name is Parcsen. I am a husband and father of three chil-
dren. I am also a [job title] at [name of organisation].”

The order in which my different roles are mentioned is deliberate 
and based on their permanence. Let me explain: I may be working 
with a particular organisation now but it could change next month 
or next year. Then, although I am a dad for life, the period of active 
fathering is limited to the first 15 to 20 years of my children’s lives. 
After that, I would be more of a friend and consultant to them. The 
only role and relationship that will outlast my career and fatherhood 
is my role as husband. On our wedding day, I vowed to love my wife 
and cherish her, in sickness and in health, till death do us part. To 
make this relationship last, I have to put it first.

What about my role as a son? Have you noticed that it is missing 
from my introduction? I just did… And I’m wondering why I left it 
out.
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There is a crisis in America. In 2017, according to the U.S. Census 
Bureau, 19.7 million children—or more than one in four—live with-
out a father in the home.7 Divorce, abandonment, death, and incar-
ceration are some of the causes of fatherlessness. Research shows that 
when children are raised in a father-absent home, they are more likely 
than their peers with resident fathers to do poorly in school, drop out 
of school, experience poverty, have behavioural problems, use drugs 
and alcohol, be sexually active and get pregnant early, commit crime 
and go to prison, be depressed and commit suicide, among other 
things.

In 2018, Nikolas Cruz opened fire with a semi-automatic rifle 
at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida. 17 
people were killed and 17 were injured. He was 19 years old. Six years 
earlier, 20-year-old Adam Lanza shot and killed 26 people, including 
20 children, at the Sandy Hook Elementary School before turning the 
gun on himself. What these two boys and many other mass school 
shooters have in common is their fatherless childhood. This is not to 
say that all fatherless kids will end up as mass killers, but growing 
up either fatherless or without an effective father at home to provide 
loving care and guidance is disadvantageous to a child.

Thankfully, the situation in Singapore is very different, although 
we do have our share of fatherlessness. In many cases, fathers are 
separated from their children due to incarceration for either crimi-
nal or drug offences. In 2018, there were 815 inmates with children 
under the age of 16.8 A point of concern among the authorities is the 
inter-generational cycle of crime, seeing that four in 10 of the juve-
nile offenders in the Singapore Boys’ and Girls’ Homes have a family 
member who has been jailed before.

Incarceration is just one cause of fatherlessness in Singapore. Di-
vorce, arguably, is the bigger villain. With over 7,000 divorces and 
annulments a year, there are potentially as many children of divorce 
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